ground immediately below was therefore not used for plants but for senice zones for the purposes of window cleaning, manholes, rodding eyes and other access points.
Japanese style clay bowls are placed throughout the courtyards as well as in the landscape surrounding the hospital (Figure 1 ). These bowls are patterned with motifs of birds and fish. Six local potters were approached initially to find if any were interested in undertaking the commission for the design and production of the bowls, but all declined for various reasons. Therefore the net was widened and the Art College at Cheltenham in the person of Sandy Runciman, a pottery technician, agreed to make 12 of the bowls. Sandy produced her sketches of the motifs which were agreed, and these were then hand painted onto the bowls. The clay bowls were placed on precast concrete plinths which had been bush hammered to provide a more natural texture.
They form attractive 'incidents' within the courtyards and around the building to provide patients, visitors and staff with a peaceful and therapeutic environment. Soc Med 1996; 89:654 Phase one of Stoke City General Hospital, which was planned and built between 1981 and 1989, contains 350 beds situated in 13 wards, with attendant operating theatres, intensive care unit, X-ray department and restaurant. From the outset a Japanese theme integrating design and landscaping onto the nucleus based plan was proposed. The Percy Thomas Partnership (PTP) and PTP Landscape and Urban Design Teams formulated a scheme in which the hospital street with floor-to-ceilingglazing runs through the centre of the building, giving access to the wards and departments and also to some ten 16 m square open courtyards, each with its own individual planting design. Outside the hospital buildings, which are situated on a slope, there are gentle curves of bold planting set around walkways and sitting areas. A ravine on the west side is planted with native shrubs and trees and seeded with wild flowers and grasses indigenous to the area. It has become a haven for wildlife, supporting several species of butterflies and dragonflies.
The courtyards were inspired by the tranquil gardens of the traditional Japanese tea-house, and contain boulders set in beds of raked gravel (the latter representing water) cobbles and raised decking of dark stained timber slats. Plants have been chosen for shape and texture, timber pergolas for vertical effect and delicate earthenware pots are set on plinths-c-appropriate for a hospital situated in the potteries. The plants have been chosen for their year-round interest, and many, such as prostrate junipers, ivies and hebes, give good ground cover throughout the year. Some courtyards have a backdrop of variegated bamboo, others are given height by small trees such as birches, with castor oil plants for shaped foliage; in summer, new colours and textures are added by Japanese cut-leaf acers, pieris, azaleas and delicately foliaged perennials such as lady's mantle and hostas. Most of the courtyards are enclosed by single-storey buildings, with access from the hospital street, and the different appearance of each courtyard is a helpful guide to those visitors unsure of their whereabouts. A recurring theme is the presence of circular louvrework on the walls complementing the plant material, and representing images of the sun.
The overhang of the tiled roof was deliberately accentuated in order to give a pagoda-like effect, and the
